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Abstract: Effects of thermomechanical couplings were studied in a new beta Ti alloy by IR and DIC
techniques. The obtained stress-strain curves confirmed low Young’s modulus and high strength of
the alloy. The determined values of yield strength increases and values of elongation till rupture
decreases with increasing strain rate. It was found, by using fast and sensitive infrared camera, that
the large limit of the Gum Metal reversible nonlinear deformation originates from mechanisms of
dissipative nature, probably exothermic stress-induced transition of α” nanodomains.
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1. Introduction
Gum Metal subjected to tension at various strain rates was investigated applying infrared
camera (IR) and digital image correlation (DIC). The MTS 858 Testing Machine and two cameras
working in visible range (0.3–1 μm—Manta G-125B) and IR range (3–5 μm—ThermaCam Phoenix,
Allied Vision, sourced from Unit 1, Opus Avenue, Nether Poppleton York, YO26 6BL, United
Kingdom) were used. Specimens with dimensions of 100 × 8 × 0.5 mm with gauge part 7 × 4 mm were
studied. The length of virtual extensometer for DIC analysis was equal to 7 mm.
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Figure 1. (a) Experimental set-up used for investigation of deformation and thermal fields. (b) Stress
σ and the mean temperature change (ΔTmean) vs. mean strain ε at strain rate of 10–2 s–1 up to ε = 0.025.

2. Results and Discussion
Increase in the specimen temperature after it drops due to thermoelastic effect, started from point
A (Figure 1b) revealed dissipative character of the process. This takes place in the range of reversible
deformation [1,2] and is caused by a stress-induced phase transformation of martensite-like
orthorhombic α″ nanodomains [3,4]. From the points B and C the slope of ΔT vs. ε dependence
increases significantly.
2.1. Gum Metal Mechanical and Thermal Distributions Analyzed by DIC and IR Techniques
Stress vs. strain curves derived by DIC for the Gum Metal tension at strain rates: 10−1 s−1, 10−2 s−1
and 10−3 s−1 till rupture, completed by the related temperature changes are presented in Figure 2a–c,
respectively. The temperature distributions (left) and corresponding distributions of the εyy strain
component (right) for the mean strain ε = 0.07 (vertical dashed line in diagrams) are shown.
The evolutions of two kinds of the temperature changes taken from the gauge part of the
specimen are analyzed, i.e.,: the mean ΔTmean, and the maximal ΔTmax temperature. In the initial strain
range the ΔTmax and ΔTmean curves are overlapping; at the higher strains a gradually increasing
discrepancy is observed. The point of discrepancy (marked by a star in the diagrams) is an indicator
of the onset of plastic strain localization. At the strain rate 10−3 s−1, far from adiabatic conditions, no
discrepancy is seen between the temperatures, yet the non-uniform strain distribution obtained by
DIC demonstrates some strain localization at this strain rate.
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Figure 2. Stress σ, ΔTmax and ΔTmean temperatures vs. strain ε for strain rates: (a) 10−1 s−1, (b) 10−2 s−1,
(c) 10−3 s−1. In addition, thermograms (left) and corresponding εyy strain component distribution (right).

2.2. Nucleation and Development of Strain Localization in Gum Metal during Tension Analyzed by DIC
Results of digital image correlation in the Gum Metal subjected to tension at three various strain
rates until rupture were analyzed. In Figure 3 the distributions of rate of deformation tensor Dyy
component (y—is the loading direction) obtained on the basis of the DIC data, are presented.
Furthermore, profiles passing through a point with maximal value of the strain and parralel to the
loading direction are shown on the right. Within the plastic deformation range, the strain
distributions obtained by DIC technique demonstrate that at the higher strain rates strain localization
starts nucleating just after the Yield limit, leading to the specimen necking and rupture at larger
strains. Macroscopically, it is exhibited as softening of the stress-strain curve in contrast to the strain
hardening observed at lower strain rates [5].

Figure 3. Development of rate of deformation tensor Dyy component during tension until rupture at
strain rates of 10−1 s−1, 10−2 s−1 and 10−3 s−1 and deformation rate profiles before the specimens rupture.

As shown in Figure 3, at strain 0.75 the rate of deformation tensor Dyy component was localized
for higher strain rates 10−1 s−1 and 10−2 s−1 in contrast to lower strain rate 10−3 s−1. At larger strains, before
the rupture, the rate of deformation tensor Dyy components were localized for all strain rates applied.
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Furthermore, the deformation rate profiles obtained before the specimens rupture show that maximal
values of Dyy are two orders higher in comparison to average strain rate applied during tension.
Rupture of Gum Metal specimens at high strain rates was accompanied with significant local
temperature rise (Figure 2). The temperature distributions of the Gum Metal specimen at selected
stages of the loading process were discussed in [3,4].
3. Conclusions
Using fast and sensitive infrared camera it was found that the large limit of reversible nonlinear
deformation, reported for the innovative beta-titanium alloy named Gum Metal, originates from
mechanisms of dissipative nature, probably exothermic stress-induced transition of α” nanodomains.
The point of the discrepancy, obtained between the maximal ΔTmax and mean ΔTmean temperature vs.
strain curves, indicates on the onset of the Gum Metal plastic strain localization.
During plastic deformation, both strain and temperature distributions demonstrate that at
higher strain rates strain localization starts nucleating just after the Gum Metal Yield limit.
Rate of deformation tensor Dyy component values grow fast in the initial stage of deformation at
low displacements for three strain rates applied. The maximal values of Dyy are two orders higher in
comparison to average strain rate applied during the Gum Metal tensile loading.
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